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About the Artist  

Creating Public Sculptures is the latest endeavor for Royal Oak resident Dennis Cook.  

A lifelong Designer, Maker & Tinkerer, early on Cook was fascinated with Design and 

Engineering. His childhood Treehouse was three floors and had running water. In High School 

he began his lifelong obsession with autos restoring a now classic 1965 Ford Mustang as well as 

building an actual airplane.  

He next moved into the Graphic Arts Field which transitioned into a printed T-Shirt business 

supplying many Detroit area Rock Bands with their wares. Seeking stability he enrolled in OCC 

and after earning a degree in CAD and became an Automotive Designer.  

He soon enrolled at Wayne State University and earned a BFA in Industrial Design with Co 

Majors in both Transportation Design and Product Design. Soon after Cook was hired by a 

Major Automotive Supplier and tasked with applying his creative art skills and his engineering 

backgrounds to innovate new products. Throughout his career his innovations were applied 

to numerous Automotive Driveline applications earning him thirteen US Patents and five 

World Championships in the Off Road Racing field.  

The urge to create led Cook to Schoolcraft College where under the mentoring of Melissa 

Machnee he earned a Certificate in Welded Sculpture and entered the ArtPrize competition 

for the first time.  

During the early stages of the pandemic Cook began rethinking his priorities and after a 30 

career left his Innovation Engineer position to form his own Design Company, ReThunk Design. 

The mission of ReThunk is to create by reimagining and combining common items to produce 

new objects. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
About the Sculpture  

Like many of my pieces, Compositions in Three Colors #1, is the result of what I call “one of 
those moments”. This is where I just throw parts together and see what emerges. Most of 
these creations end up being destroyed and recycled but some I keep and study further.  

Working in my Studio one morning I took some plywood scraps, spray paint, and a hot glue 
gun and just began assembling pieces on the fly. Soon after I had about ten small models. My 
favorite of the three color pieces was the basis for this piece and became the model that I 
scaled up and reproduced in painted welded steel.  

Material: Painted steel  

Approximate dimensions and weight: 9’ X 4’ X 5’; 650#  

Purchase price: $4500  

For further information about the purchase of this sculpture, please contact Dennis Cook 
at ReThunk@gmail.com or 248-506-3061. 


